Agency established
- No staff yet
- Temporary offices in Brussels

Negotiations between ED and Greek gov’t

Adoption of Work Plan for 2005

Recruitment of staff
Move to Heraklion

- daily flight Heraklion ↔ Brussels
- international school and nursery/kindergarten
- sufficient office space
  - separate building
Administration
   – staffing, financial and logistical issues, …

Awareness raising
   – collect contacts & existing material
   – establish network of contacts

Enhancing cooperation
   – information sharing (WGs, PSG)
   – cooperation on European initiatives
The objective is to facilitate the co-operation of various European initiatives that contribute to reach a common superior level of security. This would include the possibility of working with CERTs to develop an understanding on how Enisa and the CERTs could benefit from co-operation, for example in promoting the creation of CERTs as well as other information sharing mechanisms and facilitating their creation in Member States and/or in sectors where they do not exist.
total 38 staff

first wave: 13 positions
  – avg. 30 applications per position
  – decision by 31. May 2005
  – start: 1. September 2005

second wave: 23 positions
  – call in April
  – selection: June & July
  – start: 1. November 2005